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Category:Photography softwareQ: Proof of trigonometry identities Let's say we have some sort of proof of an identity: $$\frac {(a^2+b^2)} 2=\frac {(a-b)^2+a^2+b^2} 4$$ ... where $a$ and $b$ are real numbers. Can we tell from this proof whether or not the identity is actually true for all real numbers? For example, will it have to be proven that $$ \frac {(\sqrt a)^2 + (\sqrt b)^2} 2 = \frac {(a-
b)^2+a^2+b^2} 4$$ is true for all $a$ and $b$? Is it enough to know that the truth of the identity is determined by the logic of the proof? And, if so, what would be the typical methods for proving such a thing? A: Yes. For any proof of the statement, the statement itself is also valid. Software applications sometimes make it difficult to see how they are performing as the number of users or the amount
of software executing per user is increased. This difficulty may be compounded for a large software application, e.g., a database product, which runs in an operating system and which has multiple components that interface with other software to create its functionality. For example, a typical database product includes a database server for maintaining and managing the database, a database client for
managing connections to the database, and a database administrator (DBA) application that may be used for managing the performance of the database. To execute efficiently, the DBA application may want to monitor and analyze the activity of each component of the database, as well as the interaction between them, in order to adjust them to achieve the optimum performance of the database.Q:

How to convert date format in java I have created simple rest web service using java EE 6 JAX-RS and I'm trying to create a search method which displays the records based on date entered. I have a date field which stores date in following format: String date = "01/01/2005"; But my Search method is receiving date in format of java.util.Date date = new java.util.Date(); How can I convert my current
date format of String into the Date object format. Please
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